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The list price of 10.50 euros ex vat is usually sent within 24 hours. / Product code: 42267 Affinage Eraser is a revolution in color removal systems, saving you time, retaining the image, and most importantly, keeping your hair. A simple, efficient and safe color removal system, Affinage Eraser specifically targets individual artificial hair color
molecules, breaking them down and removing them from the hair shaft. With an easy-to-use cream consistency, Affinage Eraser is as easy to apply as it is to remove, and with 100% removal of broken color molecules you can be sure that when re-colored the results will be all you hoped for. Unlike other color removal systems, the low pH
level of Affinage Eraser conditions your hair, leaving it in better condition than when you started, and ready for a new color application immediately. Affinage Eraser is a unique and superb system for removing unwanted or incorrect hair color, and with its fast, light and secure app Affinage Eraser gives you the opportunity to create
tomorrow's look today. Read the technical guide here Order options © 1996-2014, Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates I had a lot of dark color to remove, a couple of layers to be more accurate. I died my hair black a couple of times and decided I wanted a change. Instead of completely messing up my hair with bleach, I used this product first
to remove the remaining color and it did the job - my hair didn't reoxidise as it is usually done with other color removal products. I recommend to anyone who wants an easy way to remove dark dyes. He won't rise to the blonde, but for me it rose to a solid brown. Make sure to follow the instructions of tho :)Contested Purchases: Yes
Condition: New Sold: Alieb12345 Coming in my recent hair dilemma about getting rid of permanent black, I went ahead and used color removal to see how it would turn out. The product I used was Affinage Eraser, which removes color without oxidation, so it less damages the hair. Here's how my hair looked before: so in the photos
below, the first after one app. I applied it to the colored hair, covered it with a shower lid and heated for 15 minutes before rinsing for 5 minutes. My hair was about half the level lighter with the gray being a more copper color. Some of the strips that are washed out of the plums left in them are now completely blonde and some previously
bleached hair that has been dyed black is now light brown. My hair looks a bit curly in this pic, but that's only because it was very rough dried. For the second application I repeated the steps above and then finished by For 5 minutes, shampoo 3 times and then follow it with their detergent that is mixed with water and peroxide. After the
second application, my mine was on average about 1 level lighter with gray much lighter brown, almost dark blonde color. Hair that has been bleached and then dyed black is now honey-colored and can be easily dyed. The condition of my hair is exactly the same as before. I can imagine it, but it feels as though it's actually a little improved
and my hair seems to be dry naturally straighter, although it's always been pretty straight. Ideally I would make a third app as there are a bit of dark bands where I changed the dyes... but the package only comes with two apps and is quite expensive, so I could just leave it for a while. Anyway, I hope this has been helpful for anyone
thinking about stripping out of black. I'll let you know if I try to whiten it. --Jude (Site Administrator) Help fight spam! Reply to any spam forum or comment from @spam to notify me of spam. After using color removal once After using color removal once after the second application After the second application After the second application
Well it looks good, very natural too. Can't wait to see further processing. I'm sure it will look good with some bright pieces of color or solid color. Free thinking of the same age is common sense of the next. Matthew Arnold (1822-1888) X------'gt;Violet is always on the lookout for the zombie apocalypse. There is a new product sold by Boots
called Color B4 that sounds good - has anyone tried this? I read some reviews on their website but it's not available in my local boots. Some people seemed happy with the results, others thought it was harmful. --Jude (Site Administrator) Help fight spam! Reply to any spam forum or comment from @spam to notify me of spam. It's nice to
see that it worked so well! And it won't hurt your hair, which is a huge plus. I think he stripped a good amount of color from your description? And I'm just curious, the water turned black when you washed your hair after you applied? The current color looks very good on you by the way. You're fighting like a dairy farmer! Thank you No,
oddly enough, I couldn't see any of the colors come out when I rinsed. I definitely needed both apps though because Black was really stubborn. I've been using dark brown for a few months lately and it came out much lighter than black. Ideally I would do another round of color stripping because I see there is even more black. The box
comes with 2 apps, but for hair as long as yours I think you get about 1 application or maybe less, although it spreads very easily as a conditioner. I think there's a good chance it would run on semi-permanent black because it got all the purple stains from my bleached hair and he said it wouldn't work on straight dyes. If I decide to bleach
my hair I will buy another box of it and see if I can get more color first. My hair hair only stopped smelling the stuff for 10 days, but if that's the only downside I can handle it! --Jude (Site Administrator) Help fight spam! Reply to any spam forum or comment from @spam to notify me of spam. Hey, I had red hair and I put one black
permenant hair dye on top it disappeared a bit, but not much I tried that color b4 stuff and it didn't deprive it I want to go back to my red hair, the only reason I dyed it black was so my hair could grow a decent inch before red again because I couldn't grow my hair because I had to re-paint the red lot... Do you think this stuff will help me take
some of the blackouts? :) Hi Sommsyyuk1, welcome to the forums, word tips if the streams are realllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllly old as this is best to start a new one as people can get a little narky. Thank you. ----- (Буоп! --- (' v ')// «ФОНТ»Вердана, Ориал, Гельветика, без засечек?? мне, что все опытом? ? это новый на меня (FONT)
»ФОНТ»Вердана, Arial, Helvetica, без засечек»Affinage Ластик?? мне, что все опытом? ? это новый на меня ( / FONT) Excellant продукт, может быть повторно до 3 раз до желаемого подъема из оттенка. Как и большинство он может оставить волосы пористыми так всегда положить по крайней мере 1 оттенок светлее,
чем желаемый результат, когда вы повторно новый цвет спасибо даст !!!!!!!!! думал 2 хорошо, чтобы быть правдой ........ FontVerdana, Arial, Helvetica, without serifsFast action, removes only artificial color, kindness to natural hair, improves the condition and gives it a great shine. Removes all brands of unwanted permanent
artificial color hair, while the delicate hair (/ FONT) we use in my salon. I had it apply to my hair, and it left it in excellent condition. I also had an effasor on my hair and the difference between the two is amazing. Sometimes it really needs more than one app though. My hairdresser put a statement on her hair and it looked exactly the same
after. She was most miffed. She put another app on right after and it picked up a lot. In fact, she didn't even put the dye after because the color was so oving. You have to keep an eye on it though and in most cases it will need color after. I like it too, lighter on the hair than many others on the market : hug: We use disappear and pravana.
They all work on the same premise of re-opening the hair and allow you to wash old color molecules. Beware though, some claim that they will not remove the natural pigment, but I believe they do. I also put the clients under the dryer to lift the cuticle maxim. I rinse 1% after checking for the remaining pigment. Anything that saves a
customer bleach baths or stripping is great my books.: Grope: the right guys need ya help I today used an affinage eraser on my hair to remove Anne various bits of flowers I had at the ends of my hair as I wanted to go go up bright-!!!!!! I put my color down and my hair went back to a terrible dark nuffiness: cry: I see me having to strip it
again tomorrow that I did the wrong xx: Hug: After the process I believe that testing the true shade is very important. Rinse clean wet hair with 10 volume peroxide, then any and all color still left in the hair will redevelope and you will see it. This is an extremely important step as red and oranges (basic pigments) tend to lurk there to some
extent. This step will show you what tone you will try to neutralize, and always go 2 shades easier than your goal. I'm not sure about the eraser. The salon in which I work, used it twice now on the lady with black hair and the lady with the red, both wanted to go easier. After doing all that is said on the instructions, the hair at the end was
exactly the same color as it was when they came in 6 hours earlier!!!!! The color changes through out of the process, but then when you use a post eraser it turns it back into the original color.i called affinage to ask what it was that we were doin wrong and they said it wouldn't work on some of the home dyes that you get in stores and it
depends on how much color to create in your hair. Now I don't really realize that as many flowers that come into the house are painted and half the time they never turn out exactly as they expect. Yes, it leaves your hair feeling silky soft, but it doesn't seem to remove the color well, and the client ends up spending a day in the salon just to
be disappointed at the end of it.... Bleach cleaning works evert time for me. If the hair can take it and you have a deep hair condition then it should not damage the hair if done correctly. Right guys need me to help I today used an affinage eraser on my hair to remove Ann's various bits of color I had at the ends of my hair as I would go
back to the bright red !!!!!! I put my color down and my hair went back to a terrible dark nuffiness: cry: I see me having to strip it again tomorrow that I did wrong xx : a hug: You put 1 even 2 shades lighter than the target shade? The cuticles of hair are wide open after that so it will grab everything to put on, but for the same reason it will
disappear very quickly. I found that yes, it may seem incomparable at first, but over the next few days that color will fade. Patience is a virtue of the eraser is a terifical product if you want to get rid of the color Affinage Infiniti. We have used this product several times and have always been disappointed. We had a lady last week who
wanted to get rid of the red that she put in herself. I called Affinage technicians to make sure we could deliver what we promised. To me that we had to shampoo the product out of five or six times for each app and we could apply 6 times. The customer was in the cabin for four and a half hours and still had a load of red/dark pink to deal
with at the end of it all. We were all very fed up by the end of it. We called Affinage again and said it doesn't work well with red or black and it doesn't work at all with 'off the shelf' colors that have metallic salts in them - especially The Schwarzkopf Live colors. We don't put the right of our own coloring. We put the right coloring customers.
We need a stripper to remove the color that customers use, not our own. The eraser has very limited use. It's heartbreaking to do a couple of hours of working with Eraser only to watch the color reappear at the end of the treatment. As much as I think that bleach bathing is not the best option this darned look more practical than using
Eraser. I really wanted Laser to work. Unfortunately, this is not the case. For very dark or boxy flowers, it helps to make bath bleach first.... it gets everything free and open. Washing it at about 5 and using an eraser, it can have great results too. Damage is inflicted at higher levels of recovery, so to rid this kind of damage is great. Another
option for you. (Font Verdana, Orial, Helvetica, no serifs) Affinage Eraser?? me that all the experience? ? this new one on on me hi/FONT, generally I really like how this product is but had a strange thing happen. I had a client with dark hair and used an eraser on it and he picked up brilliantly and didn't sink when I put the eraser post on.
she came in 2 weeks and her hair was greasy and back to the way it was before .when she came in I said: Why do you repainting your hair you don't like it. and she said that every time she washes it it kept getting dark, so eventually she had to stop washing her hair because she didn't want it darker. I ended up just putting a lot of high
lights through her hair and quasi on top. I've never had this happen before and im sure I made the post eraser right. and I know shes not the type to lie and try to get a refund or free service. but other than this incident the positives are far beyond the negatives. The eraser is a terifical product if you want to get rid of the color Affinage
Infiniti. We have used this product several times and have always been disappointed. We had a lady last week who wanted to get rid of the red that she put in herself. I called Affinage technicians to make sure we could deliver what we promised. I was told that we had to shampoo the product out of five or six times for each app and we
could apply 6 times. The customer was in the salon for four and a half hours and we still had a load of red/dark pink to deal with at the end of it all. We were all very fed up end it. We called Affinage again and said it doesn't work well with red or black and it doesn't work at all with with shelves of colors that have metallic salts in them particularly Schwarzkopf Live Live We don't put the right of our own coloring. We put the right coloring customers. We need a stripper to remove the color that customers use, not our own. The eraser has very limited use. It's heartbreaking to do a couple of hours of working with Eraser only to watch the color reappear at the end of the
treatment. As much as I think that bleach bathing is not the best option this darned look more practical than using Eraser. I really wanted Laser to work. Unfortunately, this is not the case. I'm sure I was once told that the reason they can't guarantee that it removes all the colors of us is because many store bought colors especially
fashionable shades like live xxxl and feria have a silicone base for them, which seals the color in. And as we all know, silicone creates a barrier on the hair, so from what I realize that deciolers can't break silicone to get to the hair to do their job, I'm sure I was told once that the reason they can't guarantee that it removes the entire color of
us is because many stores have bought colors especially fashionable shades like live xxxl and feria. And as we all know, silicone creates a barrier on the hair, so from what I understand, color diminthers can't break silicone to get to the hair to do their job No, it's because of either of the two things; The color used by the client contains
metallic salts or the client used a semi-plastic direct dye, which represents her molecular makeup and is located outside the cuticle layer. After reducing the color you should apply an oxidative color afterwards, but mixing metal salts with an oxidative color will result in a hair snap. This is why you need to do strands of tests including an
incompatibility test when you don't know 100% that the customer previously applied.
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